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WHAT IS MENTORING?
Mentoring is a relationship which gives people the
opportunity to share their professional and personal skills
and experiences, and to grow and develop in the process. It
is a guiding process that fosters the growth and
development of the mentee. A mentor helps a mentee
understand the unspoken rules of the game. It is an
ongoing, planned partnership that focuses on helping the
mentee reach specific goals over a specific period of time.
WHAT IS THE ROLE OF A MENTOR?

A deliberate pairing of a more
skilled/experienced person with a
lesser skilled or experienced person
with the agreed-upon goal of having
the lesser skilled person grow/develop
specific competencies.
Margo Murray

A relationship in which people share
their professional and personal skills
and experiences and to grow and
develop in the process.”

The mentor’s job is to listen, provide constructive
feedback, help their partner consider various options, refer
Unknown
them to resources available and facilitate the mentee’s
decision-making regarding work or career matters. The mentor may choose to share his or her
own experiences and, if asked, give advice. The mentor may help their partner identify skills
that could be developed, coach them and give them an opportunity to practice and receive
feedback. They may act as a sounding board for their partner’s problems, ideas or career plans,
ask questions that cause them to explore issues, or challenge the mentee’s thinking. It is in
these ways that mentors provide guidance without being directive. The mentor does not solve
their partner’s problems; rather they are a collaborator in a problem solving process.
WHAT IS THE ROLE OF A MENTEE?
The mentee can approach their mentor to discuss issues and ideas. The mentee may ask for
feedback or advice or simply take the opportunity to express himself or herself - “get it off their
chest”. In speaking to their mentor, the mentee may find they gain greater clarity of a situation.
The mentor’s questions or comments may cause the mentee to see another perspective,
consider other options and review their actions or plans. Whatever the matter discussed, it is
the mentee who must make any decisions or take any actions required. The mentee owns and
manages the relationship. The mentee is responsible for his or her own decisions and actions.
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WHAT MENTORS CAN EXPECT FROM MENTEES
A mentor can expect his or her mentee to:
Co-ordinate schedule with mentor and commit to connect 1-2 hours per month or as often as
schedules permit (the mentor’s schedule will probably set the pace).
Play an active role in setting personal goals and communicate their objectives and needs to the
mentor.
Allow flexibility with regard to meeting times and places and follow through on their
commitments
Be willing to learn from the mentor, be coached and ask for and receive feedback in a nondefensive manner
Share their ideas, learning and knowledge with others
Show appreciation for any help received from the mentor (e.g. notes, e-mails, phone calls, etc.)
Ask the mentor for suggestions or advice.
Listen to the mentor, apply at least some of the advice, and let the mentor know the results.
Keep any commitments made.
Keep confidences between them.
Evaluate the relationship at various points within the agreed-upon time frame, considering what
they’ve accomplished and what next steps to take.
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WHAT MENTEES CAN EXPECT FROM MENTORS
At the same time, it’s reasonable for the mentee to expect the mentor to:
Play an active role in the enhancement of the mentee’s professional growth and personal
development through guidance, motivation and encouragement to succeed
Give sound, constructive, and critical reviews of the mentee’s progress toward established
goals, free of judgmental bias.
Teach skills to help the mentee develop leadership skills and project management skills.
Have regular meetings with him or her by telephone or in person.
Provide sound advice on the mentee’s development activities, key meetings the mentee
attends, and professional development concerns.
Keep confidences between them.
Follow through on commitments made to him or her.
Help resolve conflicts between the two of them.
Evaluate the relationship at points during the agree-upon period.
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CycleCYCLE
of OF
Mentoring
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MENTORING RELATIONSHIPS
Learning

Mentee

See relationship limits
tires of being the learner

Psychological: Pulls away
Acquiring skills
and confidence

Time

Begins to make a contribution
that is separate
Physical or Geographical
Relationship more
peer-like

Realizes mentee
has limitations

Teaching
Mentor
Initiation

Realistic Appraisal
Development

Transformation
Parting

Notes:
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Which Approach Do You Prefer?

MENTORING STYLES
34

Facilitative

Support

Authoritative

Elicit

Confront

Explore

Inform

Guide

FACILITATIVE STYLE
Strengths

Blind Spots

Builds rapport and trust

May not challenge or give negative feedback

Prompts mentee’s thinking processes and
ideas

Does not like confrontation and personal
conflict

Draws out innate wisdom and insight

AUTHORITATIVE STYLE
Strengths

Blind Spots

Imparts information

Can come across as too “blunt”

Confront partner over aspects of their
behavior and its consequences

Too decisive – may take ownership

Makes recommendations and offers advice
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USE FACILITATIVE STYLE TO…
Establish and maintain the relationship
Initiate self-awareness and exploration
Motivate learning and action planning
Offer encouragement and support during experimentation
Facilitative Styles
Supporting
Affirming their worth
Giving good attention
Expressing care or concern
Appropriate sharing & self-disclosure
Encouraging celebration of themselves
Eliciting

You can switch from giving
advice to eliciting
information, or from
challenging someone to
being supportive, or choose
to be silent and simply
listen.

Provoking self-discovery through reflection
Asking clarifying questions
Prompting them to say more
Using reflective listening to help them express their
feelings
Exploring
Asking for options and possibilities
Asking about pros and cons of options or actions
Helping them to evaluate decisions before they act
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USE AUTHORITATIVE STYLE TO…
Challenge/confront mentee
Provide information, facts or opinions outside of mentee’s awareness
Guide planning - make recommendations and offer advice
Coach/instruct during experimentation
Confronting
Giving feedback
Challenging their perceptions
Describing how others may perceive their behaviour
Informing
Imparting information
Expressing your perception
Sharing your own experience
Giving your opinion or stating your point of view
Explaining

Your strength in
communication is your
ability to shift ‘mentoring’
styles easily

Providing background
Providing/referring to other resources
Guiding
Describing possible consequences of a particular action
Suggesting
Advising
Recommending

From: Postle, D. (1988) The Mind Gymnasium. Gaia Books Ltd).
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The Mentoring Conversation

THE MENTORING CONVERSATION
27

What’s
going on
now?

How do
I get
there?

Where
do I
want to
be?

How am
I doing?

Mentoring Conversation
32

M
E
N
T
O
R

Listen
Question
Empathize

Current
Realities
M
E
N
T
E
E

Reflect
Take stock
Be honest

Challenge
Share
Set goals

Desired
Goal
Imagine
possibilities
Gain
perspective
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Planning
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MENTOR SKILL ASSESSMENT
Mentor Skill

Skill Level
Expert

Proficient

Developmental

1. Build rapport







2. Keep confidences







3. Question







4. Coach







5. Share experience/advice







6. Guide







7. Support







8. Open doors







9. Challenge







10. Instructing/Developing Capabilities







11. Develop trust







12. Listening Actively







13. Empathize







14. Set goals







15. Inspire







16. Collaborate







17. Encourage







18. Give constructive feedback







19. Manage risks







20. Praise







My Mentoring Strengths:

My Developmental Areas:
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GETTING STARTED: MEETING GUIDELINES
TAKE THE TIME TO GET TO KNOW EACH OTHER
Before meeting, research partner’s job/position.
Discuss your career/education background – how you got from ‘there to here’.
Ask questions about your partner’s interests and hobbies.
Confirm contact information.
TALK ABOUT THE MENTORING PROGRAM
Why did you get involved?
Have you ever participated in a mentoring program before?
Determine your ‘ground rules’ and your goals
Create a set of ‘ground rules, including your preferred styles of communicating (e.g. email, phone, face-to-face, etc.), meeting schedule, etc.
What do you want to achieve from the relationship? Be specific about your needs.
DISCUSS OPTIONS AND OPPORTUNITIES FOR LEARNING AND NETWORKING
What kind of assistance would be the most useful?
Who else might you introduce your partner to who may help achieve your goals?
DEFINE DELIVERABLES
Look ahead to the end of the program. Envision the outcomes that would make this
experience a success. What would a successful mentoring relationship look like to you?
Complete your Mentoring Relationship Agreement.
Develop the mentee’s Mentoring Development Plan.
Set a date for the next meeting, and set up a series of meetings for the next few
months.
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TIPS FOR SUCCESS
1. Enhance opportunities for learning and/or networking:
Discuss your background and role in the profession and how it will contribute to the
mentoring relationship.
Expand each other’s networks and further learn from other’s experiences
Attend association meetings/ functions together.

2. Maintain confidentiality in your relationship:
Respect the privacy of your partner
Do not disclose of the details of conversations and communications that you’ve had
with your partner to anyone
Trust your partner with confidential and sensitive information

3. Communicate effectively:
Plan your initial meeting to be “in person”
Develop and honor a set of ground rules
Be open and honest at all times
Actively participate in the relationship and initiate conversations
Be considerate of each other’s time and other scheduled commitments
Complete the Mentoring Relationship Agreement

4. Track your progress towards your goals:
Complete the Mentee’s Personal Development Plan to document expectations and
goals. Review these objectives on a regular basis
Discuss what you have learned from each other
Provide regular feedback to each other and evaluate progress
Continually update your participation in your Mentoring Log
Have fun and make the mentoring relationship a positive experience!
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CHECKLIST OF MENTOR TASKS
PREPARING FOR THE PARTNERSHIP
Become familiar with the Mentor’s role by reading materials on mentoring.
Identify your personal and/or professional reasons for wanting to participate in this
mentoring partnership.
Review your past mentoring experiences for insights to use in this new mentoring
partnership.
Know what your mentee will expect and do during your mentoring partnership.
Think through how you'd like your mentoring partnership to operate.
Determine any limits to set (e.g., maximum amount of time you can spend).
Talk with the ASDS coordinator about plans for the program and your participation in it.
If appropriate, meet or talk on the phone with your mentee's immediate manager to
coordinate your helping efforts (determine your confidentiality limits).
IMPLEMENTING THE MENTORING PARTNERSHIP
Invite your mentee to meet with you in person or by phone.
If possible, obtain more information about mentee prior to meeting.
Look over the blank Mentoring Relationship Agreement and Personal Development Plan
prior to your meeting. Use these form as a discussion tool during your first or second
meetings. It can also be used to keep notes on your meetings with your mentee.
During this meeting, anticipate and encourage questions from your mentee.
Discuss the mentoring partnership in detail and complete the Mentoring Relationship
Agreement.
Introduce your mentee to people who could be helpful to him or her. Suggest specific ways
your mentee should (and shouldn't) approach and interact with these individuals.
Share printed resources (e.g. books, articles) with mentee.
When possible, invite your mentee to attend key meetings with you. Try to make these
meetings significant experiences for your mentee.
Afterward, debrief the meetings with him or her, providing explanations of what was
happening (also get your mentee's input on the dynamics of the meetings).
Continue to meet with or call your mentee on a regular basis.
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Continue to introduce your mentee to potential contacts.
Give your mentee opportunities to learn directly from you.
Wherever possible, give large amounts of encouragement to your mentee.
If needed, give corrective feedback, but point out alternatives that would allow him or her
to be successful.
Suggest other persons and resources that would be helpful to your mentee.
Give specific answers about the field of dermatology and ASDS, including policies,
procedures, and politics.
Try to observe your mentee using the new knowledge and skills he or she is acquiring.
Regularly provide non-confidential information about your partnership to the coordinator
REVIEWING ACCOMPLISHMENTS AND TAKING THE NEXT STEPS
Toward the end of your agreed-upon time together, ask your mentee to reflect on what he
or she has accomplished over the time period - review the mentee’s Personal Development
Plan.
Meet in person or by phone to discuss the status of your mentee's goals, your reviews of the
partnership, and any "unfinished business" (issues that should be resolved) between the
two of you.
Complete final review questionnaire.
Remind your mentee to complete his or her version.

“We make a living by what we get,
and make a life by what we give.”
Albert Schweitzer
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MENTORING RELATIONSHIP AGREEMENT
We, the undersigned, agree on the following goals and objectives as the focus of this mentoring
relationship:
1. ________________________________________________________________
2. ________________________________________________________________
We have discussed the ‘ground rules’ and protocols by which we will work together. In the spirit of
partnership, we will collaborate on the development of a work plan. In order for this relationship to be
successful for both of us, and to be mutually rewarding and satisfying, we agree to:
1. Meet regularly, with our schedule as follows:

2. Look for learning opportunities, and have identified the following opportunities and venues for
learning:

3. Maintain confidentiality in our relationship. Confidentiality for us means:

4. Honor the ‘ground rules’ we have developed for our relationship. Our ground rules will be:

5. Provide regular feedback to each other and evaluate progress. We will accomplish this by:

6. Maintain a Mentoring Log by:

______________________________

________________________________

Mentor’s signature & date

Mentee’s signature & date
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PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT PLAN
Mentee Name:
Goal and Timeline

Development Activities

Success Measures

Resources/support

1.

2.

3.

4.

Mentee and Mentor keep a copy.
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MENTORING LOG
Optional: Record your mentoring activities in the log below.
Date

Mentoring Activity
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